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FEBRUARY 2, 2023 

5:00 PM 

 

CONVENED 
The Traffic Enforcement Alternatives Advisory Task Force (Task Force) convened a 
regular meeting in a virtual session on Thursday, February 2 at 5:06 PM in Los 
Angeles, CA. 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS 
 

Item 1 – Welcome 
Pamela Lee called the meeting to order.  
 

Item 2 – Roll Call 
Wajenda Chambeshi took a roll call of the Task Force members by name. 
1. Asiyahola Sankara – present  
2. Benjamin Pezzillo – present  
3. Candyce Kornblum – present  
4. Chauncee Smith – absent  
5. Elmer Roldan – present  
6. Leslie Cooper Johnson – present  
7. Lin Min Kong – present 
8. Ma'ayan Dembo – present  
9. Moises Gomez – present  
10. Patricia Joyce Strong-Fargas – present  
11. Rae Huang – present  
12. Yolanda Davis-Overstreet – present  

 

Absent: Chauncee Smith 

 

Present: Jonathan Groat, Deputy City Attorney; Pamela Lee, Program Manager (PM); 
Wajenda Chambeshi, Deputy Project Manager (DPM); Connie Llanos, LADOT Interim 
General Manager; Matt Gertz, LADOT; Commander Steven Lurie, LAPD 
 

PUBLIC FORUM 
No comments taken. 
 

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS 
 

Item 3 – Self-Enforcing Streets Literature Review Draft   
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Member Asiyahola introduced the item and gave a presentation. In previous meetings, 
there have been recommendations to make design changes to streets as a traffic 
enforcement alternative. 
 
The literature review covers two items: 1) laying out why self-enforcing street design is 
an alternative to armed police; 2) what research has already been done on self-
enforcing street design as a civilian-led enforcement model that does not rely on police 
to achieve transportation policy objectives. Member Asiyahola stated that if the Task 
Force is going to make a recommendation to LADOT to pursue self-enforcing street 
design over armed law enforcement, that recommendation should be rooted in 
research. 
 
The literature review includes case studies and memos that compare self-enforcing 
streets to traffic stops. Member Asiyahola stated that the takeaways from the literature 
review are that self-enforcing street designs have better traffic safety outcomes than 
armed law enforcement. 
 
Comments were provided. 

 Member Lin Min stated that she would like to know more about data in terms of 
outcomes, and if other jurisdictions had similar data. Street designs in 
neighborhoods of color could be compared with street design in wealthier, whiter 
neighborhoods and what the difference in traffic outcomes is. What reduces 
crashes, and by how much, and could be used cost-effectively?  

 Member Asiyahola brought up the staff vacancy rates and hiring processes at 
LADOT and LAPD as other variables for how to deliver on these traffic safety 
improvements. 

 Member Ma’ayan expressed comfort with moving forward with the literature 
review as part of the recommendations. 

 

Item 4 – Presentation on Existing and New LAPD Policies and Procedures 

 

PM Pamela introduced the item and stated that Commander Lurie will present.  
 
Commander Lurie stated that he will cover a new policy regarding pretextual traffic 
stops, what the Department does in terms of response to mental health crises and 
implicit bias training. 
 
Commander Lurie shared a presentation about pretextual stops. LAPD has traffic 
enforcement officers that are usually identified as such. LAPD is guided by state law on 
whether or not a traffic stop can be made. The California Vehicle Code, until recently, 
would determine why an officer could make a traffic stop. A pretextual traffic stop 
means that the officer is using a vehicle code violation as a tool to stop and investigate 
another crime. Commander Lurie gave an example of a driver going 65mph in a 55mph 
zone but that the driver may have been involved in a bank robbery. The vehicle code 
violation is being used as a pretext to stop the driver to investigate the bank robbery. 
 
Questions, answers, and comments were provided. 

 Member Leslie asked about the definition of pretextual stops: do they include 
things that aren’t dangerous to other drivers?  
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 Commander Lurie confirmed stating that a violation such as expired car
registration could be used as a pretext, as long as it is in the vehicle code as
being unlawful.

 Commander Lurie stated that the Los Angeles Police Commission developed
policies to limit the use of pretextual traffic stops. The intent of the policy is to
reduce the quantity and improve the quality of pretextual stops. Development of
the policy included input from the police union

 Member Leslie asked if pretextual stops are an effective crime fighting tool.

 Commander Lurie stated that for example, about 460 ghost guns were removed
in Los Angeles in 2021 due to pretext stops. Many pretext stops are related to
narcotics but often result in the discovery of ghost guns.

 Member Asiyahola commented that the overwhelming number of pretextual
stops are stopping people who did nothing wrong other than update their
registration tag. He asked what percentage of pretext stops recover any
contraband at all.

 Commander Lurie replied that no police department has tracked this statistic
before but that LAPD will do so moving forward. He did mention that there is
speculation that the number is so low relative to the disparate impacts of these
stops experienced by communities of color.

 Member Candyce asked that there may be no ongoing investigation when these
stops are being made but that someone looks “funny.”

 Commander Lurie said he would address this further in the presentation.

 Commander Lurie said that the new policy for LAPD traffic enforcement states
that an officer can only make a traffic stop for traffic enforcement’s sake if the
violation is related to public safety. This was an effort by the Police Chief to
address how subjective traffic stops could be. If the officer can articulate a public
safety reason for the traffic stop, they are required to articulate that to the body-
worn camera and then can make the detention. The officer must articulate the
reason for the traffic stop to the person. If they cannot articulate the reason for
the stop, the stop cannot be made. For a pretextual stop, if there are articulable
facts for another crime, that pretext must be made to the body-worn camera
before stopping the person. The policy also requires LAPD to collect data on
pretext stops. There is now collection of quantitative data as part of a form the
officers must fill out.

 Commander Lurie shared a chart of traffic stops in 2021 and 2022 (before and
after the policy was implemented). He stated that while all stops decreased, the
most significant decrease in traffic stops was among African American people.
He also stated that while fewer people have been stopped, a higher percentage
of those stops have resulted in recovery of contraband.

 Member Elmer asked what percentage of LAPD officers are classified as traffic
enforcement officers.

 Commander Lurie replied that it’s under 10%.

 Member Ma’ayan asked if there is any proactive work that LAPD is doing in
reviewing footage to get a sense of officers’ behavior, rather than relying on
reports coming from the outside.

 Commander Lurie replied that there is no random auditing of body camera video.
Supervisors do review footage for regular traffic stops.

 Commander Lurie mentioned that there will soon be a public-facing Racial
Identity and Profiling Act (RIPA) Dashboard that the public will be able to use to
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access data about pretext stops, among other information. 

 Member Lin Min asked when this will be available.

 Commander Lurie replied that it could be within the next six months but did not
have a specific date.

 Member Benjamin asked who is involved in working on these statistics.

 Commander Lurie replied that sworn officers are doing this due to a shortage of
civilian workers in the Department.

 Member Patricia asked if police officers are actually enforcing red light running or
excessive speeding now.

 Commander Lurie replied that he hopes that they are and that they should be
doing so.

 Commander Lurie also discussed response to mental health crises. LAPD began
a co-responder model, with Systemwide Mental Assessment and Response
Teams (SMART). The driver is a police officer but the passenger is a County
clinician who can interact with someone experiencing a mental health crisis. If
the person meets the criteria of 5150, the SMART units have access to many
different beds rather than being hospitalized. Commander Lurie stated that this
kind of response should be most of the response that is done, but there are not
enough clinicians in the County to be paired with officers. This staffing shortage
frequently happens late at night. The SMART response has resulted in better
outcomes for patients in the short- and long-term.

 Member Moises commented that people often say there need to be more mental
health clinicians but do not realize how expensive they are. Their education
programs are expensive, so County positions are not high-paying enough.
Additionally, having more clinicians working outside of the 9-5 schedule would
raise costs as well.

 Member Lin Min asked Commander Lurie to send around the information
regarding implicit bias training.

 Commander Lurie gave a highlight that officers undergo 22 hours of implicit bias
training in police academy, which is more than state requirement, and that all
recruits do implicit bias training at the Museum of Tolerance. He will also send
information to the Task Force.

ADJOURNMENT 
Member Lin Min moved, seconded by Member Patricia to adjourn the meeting. 

Wajenda took roll call votes by name. 
Asiyahola – yes  
Benjamin - yes 
Candyce - yes 
Elmer - yes  
Leslie – (logged off)  
Lin Min - yes  
Ma'ayan - (logged off)  
Moises - yes  
Patricia - yes  
Rae – (logged off)  
Yolanda - yes  
Motion APPROVED 
Meeting adjourned at 6:36 PM. 

APPROVED:  02/16/2023

Traffic Enforcement Alternatives Advisory
                                                Task Force

Commission Executive Assistant
__________________________




